Abstract: Gaussian and Lagrangian model runs are evaluated in comparison to field data from the Odour Release and Odour Dispersion project and to wind tunnel data from the Mock Urban Setting Test (MUST). Different statistical metrics are discussed. To conclude which model performs best in the two cases, a weighted multiplier proposed by Sornette et al. (2007) is calculated based on each metric and finally multiplied to one score per model and experiment. The results illustrate once again that a good model performance is strongly dependent on the model input (e.g. terrain data, roughness length). Promising results are received from a combination of the Lagrangian dispersion model LASAT with wind field simulations calculated with the CFD model MISKAM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The validation of air quality models is increasingly requested from model users to prove the legitimacy and reliability of the model to decision makers (e.g. industry and authorities).

Oreskes et al. (1994) aver that validation of numerical models of natural systems is limited to the inherently partial confirmation of models by the demonstration of agreement between observation and prediction within acceptability criteria. Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of its intended uses. Model validation exercises thus can enhance our confidence in the model if it is not rejected according to predefined criteria in a number of tests. Sornette et al. (2007) propose a mathematical approach to quantify the relative state of validation of a model by a multiplier $F$ based on quantitative measures and expert judgement:

$$F[p(Model|Observations), q, c_{novel}] = \left(\frac{p/q + 1}{\tanh(1 + c_{novel})}\right)^{c_{novel}}$$

$p$ stands for the probability of the model given the observational data and $q$ is a (predefined) reference likelihood. Thus, $p/q$ is a metric for the agreement between model and observations: $p/q=0.1$ (poor fit), $p/q=1$ (marginally good fit), $p/q=10$ (good fit). The parameter $c_{novel}$ is a measure of the impact of the experiment on the validation process: $c_{novel}=1$ (marginally useful new test), $c_{novel}=10$ (substantially new test), $c_{novel}=100$ (important new test).

In this study, this approach is applied for a simple Gaussian model ONG (described in Pechinger and Petz, 1997), the advanced Gaussian model ADMS (CERC, 2001), the Lagrangian model LASAT (Janicke, 2005) and other Gaussian and Lagrangian models applied by groups participating in COST 732. Results from two experiments described in the following are presented. In prior validation exercises, field concentration data from line sources in street canyons (Lohmeyer et al., 2002; Hirtl and Baumann-Stanzer, 2007), from a high stack in flat terrain (Pechinger and Petz, 1997) and in complex terrain (Hirtl et al., 2007) were used.

Field experiment data from tracer experiments conducted within the Odour Release and Odour Dispersion (OROD) project (Bächlin et al., 2002) are available from the German environmental programme BWPLUS. The source is a pig fattening unit in fairly flat terrain. Concentration data sets from 13 (SF6) tracer experiments of 10 minutes duration, meteorological data, odour intensity data estimated by a panel and the exact source values (source flow rate, volume flux and emission velocity at source) are available. All experiments took place under neutral conditions, wind speeds ranging from 2.5 to 7.9 m s$^{-1}$.

The Mock Urban Setting Test (MUST) experiment (run at the Dugway Proving grounds in western Utah in September 2001) was studied as a test case for model validation (Biltoft, 2001; Yee and Biltoft, 2004). 120 standard size shipping containers (12.2 m length, 2.42 m width and 2.54 m height) were set up in a nearly regular array of 10 by 12 obstacles, covering an area of around 200 m by 200 m. The terrain of the field site is flat with bushes and grass land with a height of approximately 0.5 to 1 m. In this study, only wind tunnel data of the MUST experiment carried out at the Environmental Wind Tunnel Laboratory at Hamburg University are used (Bezpalcova et al., 2005; Harms, 2005).

Reference wind speeds in the wind tunnel test runs ranged between 7.5 and 8.5 m s$^{-1}$, source flow rates between 10 and 14 l hour$^{-1}$. Thus, the model user first has to decide the proper values for wind speed, emission rate, emission velocity and roughness length for the model runs. Validation results for a large number of CFD models for this exercise collected within COST Action 732 are presented by Olesen et al. at this Conference. This presentation
therefore mainly concentrates on the results for non-CFD models. Besides of the non CFD model applications, wind fields are simulated also with the CFD model MSIKAM (Eichhorn, 1989) and used as input to the LASAT model (referred to as LASAT c in the following section).

Excel workbooks including graphics and statistical metrics to support an exploratory analyses of model performance have been developed in COST Action 732 (see also the presentation by Olesen et al.). Other statistical methods for model evaluation are additionally applied in this paper.

2. RESULTS

The choice of the metrics and the interpretation of the results are essential for the outcome of the model validation. In this context, it furthermore has to be kept in mind that the model is always evaluated for a certain purpose (e.g. the prediction of the concentration maxima).

Kobayashi and Salam (2000) present a method for the comparison of model to observational data mainly using deviation-based statistics but including the correlation coefficient (r) as a constituent: The difference between the model result \( m \) and the observation \( o \) is calculated with the mean squared deviation MSD, which becomes small if the simulation is close to the measurements.

\[
MSD = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (m_i - o_i)^2
\]  

(2)

MSD can be separated into three parts, the bias \( SB \), the difference between the standard deviations of the simulation and measurements \( SDSD \) and the lack of positive correlation weighted by the standard deviations LCS:

\[
MSD = SB + SDSD + LCS
\]  

(3)

\[
SB = (m - \sigma)^2
\]  

(4)

\[
SDSD = (SD_{model} - SD_{obs})^2 = \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (m_i - \bar{m})^2 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (o_i - \bar{o})^2 \right)^2
\]  

(5)

\[
LCS = 2SD_{model}SD_{obs}(1-r)
\]  

(6)

The squared bias \( SB \) describes the difference of the simulated and observed mean values. A larger \( SDSD \) indicates that the model fails to simulate the magnitude of fluctuation of the observational data. Large values of LCS reveal that the model fails to simulate the distribution pattern of the observational data.

![Figure 1. Mean squared deviation (MSD) and its components (see text for explanation) a) OROD (n=152) b) MUST experiment (n=257).](image)

As can be seen from Figure 1a and b, the MSD values of different experiments are not comparable as this statistical measure is dependent on the range of the compared data-sets. For the OROD experiment, model and observational data are given in \( \text{gm}^{-3} \), in the MUST experiments, the results are given as dimensionless concentrations.

For the OROD experiment (Fig. 1a), the relatively small MSD for the ONG model is still improved when a peak-to-mean (P2M) approach (Piringer et al., 2007) is applied to the model results. With this P2M-correction, the magnitude of fluctuation of the model data is in agreement with the observations (SDSD is near zero) and the mean values are very close (SB near zero). The remaining MSD is due to failures to reproduce the distribution pattern of the measured plume (according to LCS). The MSD for ADMS is much higher in this case. LASAT applied without terrain data (just considering the relative height difference between the measuring points and the source) renders an even worse MSD, while LASAT based on a regular grid of terrain data (with 3 m distance between the grid points) achieves the best result (the smallest MSD).
In Fig. 1b, MSD for four different ADMS runs of the MUST case (conducted by different groups) are depicted. It is obvious that the performance of the model is strongly dependent on the chosen input configuration and the selection of input parameters as e.g. roughness length: ADMS a (without parameterization of the flow around buildings, roughness length = 0.1 m) gives a comparatively high MSD, ADMS d (no buildings, roughness length =0.381) a better result. ADMS b (with buildings, roughness length =0.1m) and ADMS c (no buildings, roughness length =0.268 m) the results are obviously much improved (MSD=0.0004).

LASAT is applied to this case with the grid oriented according to the north and east direction (LASAT a), in a second run with rotated grid parallel to the side wall of the buildings (LASAT b) and based on three-dimensional wind fields calculated with the CFD model MISKAM (LASAT c). The difference in standard deviations (SDSD) and the difference between the mean values (SB) are decreased significantly from LASAT a to LASAT b while the differences in the distribution pattern of the modelled and observed plume are increased (LCS enlarged). LASAT b therefore renders a higher MSD although the correlation with the measurements is much improved (from 0.5 to 0.8). LASAT c achieves a better agreement concerning the shape of the plume, but the difference in standard deviations is enlarged.

Model A, B, C are results for the MUST experiment achieved with other Gaussian models applied by different groups contributing to COST Action 732, D with a Lagrangian puff model based on diagnostic wind fields. Model run B and C are conducted with the same model with a very small roughness length of 0.037m (B) and a roughness length of 0.3 m (C) which is obviously the better choice in this case. MSD from different CFD model runs conducted for the MUST exercise in COST Action 732 range between 0.001 and 0.003.

In the next step, residual plots as suggested by Hanna et al. (2003) are used to compare the data-sets. The lower and upper ends of the vertical bars represent the 2nd and 98th percentile of the residuals (model value to observation). The lower and upper limits of the boxes indicate the 16th and 84th percentiles of the residuals, the horizontal line in between the median. At least 50% of the model data should be within a factor of 2 to the observations (within the dotted lines) according to Chang and Hanna (2004).

For the OROD experiment (Fig. 2a), ONG(P2M) achieves on average a closer agreement between model and observations (median close to 1) but a larger range of residuals than ONG. ADMS and LASAT significantly underestimate the observations (more than 98 percent of the model values smaller than the observations (residuals less than 1). LASAT with terrain data gives the best result with the median near 1 and about 95 percent of the model values within a factor of two to the observations (most of the box within the dotted lines).

ADMS a (without buildings) in the MUST experiment (Fig. 2b) significantly overestimates, LASAT a (not rotated grid) significantly underestimates the concentrations (more of the residuals above respectively below 1). The residuals for ADMS d, LASAT b, A, B and C cover a comparatively wide range indicating that at a large portion of points the observations are over- and underestimated by a factor of 10 or more (note: logarithmic scaling on vertical axis). The best agreement between model and observations is found in Figure 2b for LASAT c (based on MISKAM wind fields) and for Model D (Lagrangian puff model).

Finally, the usual performance measures, geometric mean (MG), geometric variance (VG), fractional bias (FB) and normalized mean square error (NMSE) are discussed, where

\[
MG = \exp\left(\ln\left(\frac{\bar{o}}{\bar{m}}\right) \cdot 0.5(\bar{\sigma} + \bar{m})\right), \quad FB = \frac{\bar{o} - \bar{m}}{0.5(\bar{\sigma} + \bar{m})}, \quad VG = \exp\left(\ln\left(\frac{\bar{o}}{\bar{m}}\right)^2\right) \quad \text{and} \quad NMSE = \frac{(\bar{o} - \bar{m})^2}{\bar{m}\bar{\sigma}}
\]  

(7)
Chang and Hanna (2004) suggest the following values for performance measures as “acceptable” for CFD models based on experience from several model comparison and validation exercises: the fractional bias $-0.3 < FB < 0.3$ (or the geometric mean $0.7 < MG < 1.3$) and the normalized mean square error $NMSE < 4$ (or the geometric variance: $VG < 1.6$).

Table 1. Geometric mean (MG), geometric variance (VG), fractional bias (FB) and normalized mean square error (NMSE) and #‘acceptable’ limits as proposed by Chang and Hanna (2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) OROD experiment</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ONG</td>
<td>ONG(P2M)</td>
<td>ADMS</td>
<td>LASAT</td>
<td>LASAT(terrain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VG</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMSE</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| b) MUST experiment |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
|--------------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| | ADMS a | ADMS b | ADMS c | ADMS d | LASAT a | LASAT b | LASAT c | A | B | C | D |
| MG | 1.3 | 0.3 | 1.1 | 0.9 | 2.0 | 1.4 | 0.7 | 1.4 | 1.0 | 1.1 | 1.2 |
| VG | 5.2 | 12.0 | 2.7 | 6.1 | 3.0 | 4.8 | 1.6 | 6.6 | 16.1 | 6.4 | 2.9 |
| FB | -1.1 | -1.2 | 0.03 | -0.3 | 1.2 | 0.2 | -0.7 | 0.2 | -0.5 | -0.03 | 0.1 |
| NMSE | 100.8 | 14.0 | 2.6 | 5.7 | 14.3 | 6.0 | 17.5 | 10.7 | 10.6 | 5.6 | 8.0 |

For the OROD experiment, ONG, ONG(P2M) and LASAT(terrain) render an ‘acceptable’ geometric mean MG (Table 1a). The fractional bias FB is also within the ‘acceptable’ limits for ONG(P2M) and LASAT(terrain). MG as well as FB measure the relative mean biases comparable to SB (Fig. 1a), whereas the normal mean square error NMSE and the geometric variance VG are metrics for the scatter comparable to SDSD (Fig 1a). VG and NMSE are ‘acceptable’ for ONG, ONG(P2M) and LASAT. For ADMS, these statistical measures are somewhat higher than the suggested limits in this case. The LASAT results without considering the terrain data definitely are rejected. ONG(P2M) and LASAT(terrain) are the only two model runs which are classified ‘acceptable’ in the OROD experiment according to all four measures.

An ‘acceptable’ geometric mean in the MUST experiment is calculated for ADMS b, c and d, LASAT b and c and for the model runs B, C and D (Tab. 1b). If FB is compared to the proposed limits, only ADMS c, LASAT b, model run A, C and D are accepted. The geometric variance is larger than the proposed limit of 1.6 for all model runs of the MUST experiment depicted in Table 1b. Only LASAT c (LASAT based on MISKAM wind fields) achieves a VG of 1.6. Nevertheless, the NMSE for this model run is relatively large (17.5). ADMS c is in this case the only model run with an ‘acceptable’ NMSE.

3. DISCUSSION

Different measures for the comparison of simulated concentrations and observations for two experiments are presented in the previous section. To conclude which model performs best in the two cases, $F$ (Eq. 1) is calculated for each statistical evaluation and finally multiplied to one score per model and experiment: $p/q$ is judged according to the different metrics. In order not to prefer any method, all weights $c_{novel}$ are set to 1.

For the OROD experiment, the Lagrangian model LASAT with terrain data achieves the highest score ($F=3$), followed by the Gaussian model runs ONG(P2M) and ONG ($F=2$), while the Gaussian model ADMS and LASAT without terrain data are evaluated as poor.

For the MUST experiment, ADMS c is rated highest ($F=2.4$). The two Lagrangian model applications, LASAT c (based on MISKAM wind fields) and model run D (based on diagnostic wind fields) are scored marginally good ($F=0.5$). The evaluation results for the other (non CFD) model runs discussed here are comparatively poor ($F \leq 0.2$).

Applying different statistical measures (supported by a previous graphical investigation of the model results which is not described here) and combining the results with equation 1 as proposed by Somrette et al. (2007) is found a helpful tool for summarizing the numerous results of any model evaluation experiment. The presented results furthermore reveal the importance of an optimum model input (e.g. terrain data, roughness length) as model performance may vary widely for the same model applied with different input parameters. The application of Lagrangian dispersion modelling (with LASAT) based on wind fields simulated with the CFD model MISKAM is found to offer an interesting alternative to CFD simulations for applications with complex building structure as represented by the MUST experiment.
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